
The Benefits Of Yoga From The
Experts
Better Living

After feeling stagnant with my regular routine, I decided gave yoga a shot
and started attending class.

I had heard that yoga was a great workout for years, but never made
going a priority.

6 months later, I’m still surprised by the mental benefits I’ve noticed. More
clarity, more calmness, and overall just a better vibe.

This revelation caused me to dig into articles out there about yoga’s
benefits beyond just the obvious (like more flexibility).

Below are my favorites from the reading I’ve done.

Namaste and enjoy!

https://www.themostchic.com/category/trends/better-living/


Finding Compassion Through Yoga

Finding Compassion Through Yoga

Yoga’s benefits extend beyond the physical into the psychological. Many
practitioners of Yoga have noted how beneficial yoga can be to creating a
inner peace, as well as a more limber body.

As Marquis Matson from www.bookretreats.com explains,

Many of us have found healing in our practice and have been able to let
go of a lot of pains that would ordinarily hold us back from living and open
and compassionate life.



Catching Extra “Sleep”

Catching Extra “Sleep”

Yoga isn’t always an intense, sweaty affair. Sometimes practicing yoga
can be more about relaxing than anything else.

As Anant Mendiratta Founder of Workout Trends

mentioned,

[If you’ve ever needs a few extra minutes of sleep you can practice what’s]
called the ‘Corpse Pose’ or ‘Savasana’. Now, you can tell her that you’re
practicing the ‘yoga nidra’ meditation in the ‘Savasana’ pose.”

https://workouttrends.com/yoga-poses


Teaching Kids Yoga Through An Innovative Method

Teaching kids yoga through an innovative method

Finding a way to unite my inner and outer being through yoga has been
an eye opening experience. The ability to teach kids yoga through this
method has been an amazing way to help others.

Meddy Teddy

www.meddyteddy.com

“Yoga comes from the Sanskrit word “yug”, meaning to unite. I keep my
eyes closed to remind others to unite themselves and their community. “



Psychic Benefits Of Yoga

Psychic Benefits of yoga

In addition to the physical benefits of yoga, it can also help strengthen the
mind.

April Klimkiewicz of Bliss Evolution & Lotus Flower Corporate Wellness
talked to us about her own experience with the psychic benefits of yoga.
She explains,

I was surprised to find that the more I learned how to breathe in a calming
way, the more I engaged in guided meditation, and the more I learned
how to relax my body first so that I could then relax my mind, I was better
at handing stressful situations.



Cannabis & Yoga Help Me Rejuvenate

Cannabis & yoga help me rejuvenate

This is a look at how cannabis infusion during yoga helps with freeing the
mind and making people feel more creative and free of the aches and
pains.

Danny Schaefer | CEO | https://www.my420tours.com | 303-638-5467

“cannabis frees my mind of the daily grind and loosens my muscles and
sores in a way nothing else I’ve found nothing can. I feel more relived,
refreshed, rejuvenated and creative. ”



Mental Benefits From Yoga Are Amazing

Mental benefits from yoga are amazing

In addition to the physical benefits of yoga, it can also help strengthen the
mind.

April Klimkiewicz of Bliss Evolution & Lotus Flower Corporate Wellness
talked to us about her own experience with the psychic benefits of yoga.
She explains,

I was surprised to find that the more I learned how to breathe in a calming
way, the more I engaged in guided meditation, and the more I learned
how to relax my body first so that I could then relax my mind, I was better
at handing stressful situations.



Yoga Has Internal Benefits!!

Yoga has internal benefits!!

I know many people say how good yoga is for the body and mind. What I
was very surprised to find out that yoga would help decrease
inflammation in the body, as well as helping with digestion. I did not realize
yoga could be so good for me.

Laura Cipullo, RD, CEDRD, RYT and Founder L;ifestyle Lounge in NJ and
Laura Cipullo Whole Nutrition in NYC.

“Many individuals come to the mat for the external benefits of yoga but
the true blessing is inside, such as decreased body inflammation, and
increased absorption through your GI tract.”



Better Body Alignment Through Yoga

Better body alignment through yoga

I was expecting to combat stress with yoga. I have always been a runner, but
I have found the positions of yoga have helped me to maintain proper body
alignment which was not expected.

Annie Appleby, Founder and CEO of YogaForce (www.yogaforce.com) Patent
holder of the YogaForce A-Line Mat.



The deep breathing calms and holding the positions for more than a minute
really tones you up. The lines on my YogaForce A-Line mat help remind you
of proper body alignment.”

Yoga To Increase Breathing Capacity

Yoga To Increase Breathing capacity

After talking to a friend, I was so happy to hear that her unexpected benefit
from yoga was that she felt very alive and energized. Through breathing



exercises and stretching, she said she feels so much better, and feels as
though she is able to move better as well, due to increased circulation.

Grace from Barchester.com
“Grace commented that yoga increases the circulation of blood around your
body as well increasing the level of oxygen intake through the breathing
exercises we have been practicing.”


